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APPENDIX B

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report: 50-458/92-18 Operating License: NPF-47

Docket: 50-458

Licensee: Gulf States Utilities
P.O. Box 220
St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775

Facility Name: River Bend Station

Inspection At: St. Francisville, Louisiana

Inspection Conducted: April 12 through May-23, 1992

Inspectors: E. J. Ford, Senior Resident inspector
D. P. Loveless, Resident Inspector

h hApproved: ,

P. % )1 rrell Chief, Project Section C Date;
Division eactor Projects

Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted April 12 through May 23. 1992 (Report 50-458/92-18)

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of corrective actions for a
violation, followup of previously identified items, licensee event report
followup, onsite followup of events, operational. safety verification,
maintenance and surveillance observations, and reliable spent fuel pool
cooling.

Results:

One Technical Specification violation _was identified that involved theo

handling of irradiated-fuel without maintaining primary containment
.(paragraph 4.b).

The licensee's response to the industrial accidents reported during thiso

inspection period was excellent and the accidents were appropriately
addressed by the licensee. The high number of occurrences was a cause
for concern (paragraph 6).

The radiation protection technicians performed a difficult job in ano

emergency situation in a noteworthy manner, which prevented the spread
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of contamination in an'offsite medical environment (paragraph 6.c).

Numerous clearances were reviewed during the outage activities with noo-
discrepancies. Housekeeping and control of flammable materials were
maintained in an acceptable manner (paragraph 7.a). .

The routine presence of senior-plant management in and about the planto
.

demonstrated an appropriate level of direct observation and involvement
by management in the physical plant (paragrapn 7.b).

General _ employee training was clearly presented with well organized ando

accurate materials ~(paragraph 7.f).

o . Worker knowledge of procedures and procedural implementation was poor
during the maintenance observation (paragraph 8).

In the surveillance activities observed, the procedures appropriatelyo

implemented the Technical Specifications and were performed by
knowledgeable technicians (paragraph 9).

During a period of increased vulnerability to a loss of decay heato

removal capability event, the licensee showed excellent forethought and
focus on safety in developing contingency action plans (paragraph 10).
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DETAILS

1. Persons-Contacted

D. L. Andrews, Director, Quality Assurance
J. E. Booker, Manager, Nuclear Industry Programs
J. W. Cook, Technical Assistant
T. C. Crouse, Manager, Administration
W. L. Curran, Cajun Site Representative
J. C. Deddens, Senior Vice President
S. V. Desai, Principal Engineer
L. L. Dietrich, Supervisor, Nuclear Licensing
K. D. Garner, Licensing Engineer
P. D. Graham, Plant Manager
J. R. Hamilton, Director,' Design Engineering
R. J. Kerar, Fire Protection Engineer
G. R. Kimmell, Director, Quality Assurance
G. Krishnamurthy, Project Engineer, Stone and Webster Corporation
E. N. Lambremont, Member, Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee
D. N. Lorfing, Supervisor, Nuclear Licensing
C. R. Maxson, Senior Human Performance Engineer
T. G. Murphy, Director, Management' Systems
W. H._0 dell, Manager, Oversight
T. H. Pigford, Member, Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee
M. F. Sankovich, Manager, Engineering
J. P. Schippert, Assistant Plant Manager-0perations, Radwaste and

Chemistry
J. E. Smith, Member, Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee
J. E. Spivey, Engineer, Senior Quality Assurance Engineer
M. A. Stein, Supervisor,- Supervisor, Balance-of-Plant Design Engineering
R. J. Vachon, Senior Compliance Analyst
D. H. Wells, Senior Licensing _ Analysis
H. H. Woodson, Member, Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee

The above listed personnel attended the exit meeting conducted on
May 26, 1992. In addition, the inspectors contacted-other personnel
during this inspection period.

2. Plant Status

a. Operational Status

At the beginning of this inspection period, the reactor was in the
refueling mode with the core partially offloaded, lhe licensee
commenced.a 156-day outage on March 12, 1992.

On April 17, the licensee completed the core offload and the
reactor was completely defueled.
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On May 7, the licensee completed the chemical cleaning of the
Division 11 and normal service water subsystems.

At the end of this inspection period, the reactor was defueled,
and the olant was in Day 73 of the 156-day outage.

b. Management thanges

Effective April 20, 1992, the following management assignments
were made at River Bend Station:

e Dale L. Andrews was transferred from Director-Nuclear
Training to Director-Quality Assurance replacing Glenn R.
Kimmell. Mr. Andrews reports to William H. Odell,
Manager-Oversight.

e Mr. Kimmell will become General Maintenance Supervisor,
reporting to Stephen R. Radebaugh, Acting Assistant Plant
Manager-Maintenance.

e The position of Director-Nuclear Training was filled on a
temporary basis, starting April 27, 1992, by Ron Thurow.
The temporary assignment at River Bend Station will be for
approximately 1 year and he will report directly to
Kenneth E. Suhrke, General Manager-Engineering and
Administration. Thomas C. Crouse continued as Manager-
Administration responsible for Administrative Services,
Nuclear Station Security, Emergency Planning, and
Facilities.

3. Corrective Actions for a Violation (92702)

(Closed) Violation 458/9127-01: Inadequate Surveillance Testing of
Hydrogen Ignition System

This violation stated that the licensee failed to perform a surveillance
'

test required by the Technical Specifications in that igniters that were
| accessible were not tested to verify a surface temperature of at least

1700 F. In NRC Inspection Report 50-458/91-27, the inspector verified
and reported on the licensee's immediate corrective actions. During
this inspection period, the inspector reviewed and verified the
following additional actions taken by the licensee:

The licensee revised Surveillance Test Procedure STP-254-1600.o

Revision 6 of this procedure, effective February 3, 1992, now
contains the Technical Specification definition of inaccessible in
paragraph 5.2.5 and has reclassified appropriate igniters as

! accessible.

!

i
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o The licensee revised Administrative Procedure ADM-003,
" Development,-Use and Control of Procedures," to incorporate
additional requirements for the performance of 10 CFR Part 50.59
applicability reviews, independent reviews, and the review process
in general. Revision 18 of this procedure was issued on March 29,
1992, and the appropriate changes were contained in Revision 18A,
which was issued on April 16, 1992,

The licensee trained operators, during Module 7 of requalificationo

training, on the importance of reviewing the Technical
Specification bases. Additional training for individuals in the
review process is scheduled to be completed by August 31, 1992.

A sample of 80 surveillance test procedures (the sample size waso

established f rom Military Standard 105-E " sing the total number of
procedures as the total population) were reviewed by the licensee
to ensure that they contained the attributes to adequately
implement Technical Specification requirements. This review was
completed on March 11, 1992, by three senior reactor operators,
the surveillance program coordinator, and a system engineer. No

additional problems were identified during this review.

4. Followup of Previously Identified items (92701)

a. (Closed) Inspection followup Item 458/8914-01: Review of the
Licensee's Quality Control Surveillances for Rusting of Service
Water System Supports

An NRC inspection of Service Water Subsystem B revealed several
unpainted welds exhibiting oxidation and rust deposits. The
licensee concluded that the observed rust conditions were not
excessive but possibly could progress to that state over time.

The Inservice Inspection Plan Procedure QCIP-0001, " Generic Plan
for VT-3 Examinations," was revised to define excessive rust as
that which exhibits pitting into the bare metal. The same
procedure was revised to require inspection for excessive rust
during inservice inspection examinations. Additionally, the
monitoring checklist used for the monthly quality control walkdown
of accessible areas, Quality Checklist QCL-MSP-0014-04, was
revised to add a check of piping, components, and their
attachments for excessive rust. As a preventive measure, the
licensee issued Maintenance Work Order R126452 to apply protective
coatings to affected surfaces in Tunnel G.

The licensee has planned to complete this task by
December 31, 1992. The inspector reviewed documentation
supporting the corrective actions described above and concluded
that the licensee had satisfactorily addressed the concern.

.
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b. (Closed) Unresolved item 458/9208-01: Containment Integrity not
Maintained During fuel Movement

This item involved an event in which the licensee moved fuel,
inside the reactor building, while a 78 square-inch hole existed
between primary containment and other areas of the plant. lhis
event was initially reviewed and documented in NRC Inspection
Report 50-458/92-08 and was left unresolved pending completion of
the licensee's initial corrective actions and the determination of
safety significance. The licensee reported this event in Licensee
Event Report (LER) 92-008.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's calculation with references
on the safety significance of a potential dropped fuel bundle with
the breach in containment. The licensee evaluated their design
basis fuel handling accident with a 10-inch diameter pipe open to
the atmosphere, existing air in-leakage into the containment as
the driving force, and the reactor being shutdown for 600 hours.
This calculation utilized a baseline calculation, which was
documented as support for Amendment 35 to the Technical
Specifications. The largest calculated dose was 0.249 Rem to the
thyroid at the low population zone boundary. The inspector
concluded that this event was not technically safety significant.

The inspector identified three controls which, if properly
implemented, could have prevented the loss of containment
integrity. The controls are discussed below:

e On March 30, a senior reactor operator failed to enter
Modification Request (MR) 91-0008 on a tracking limiting
condition for operation (LCO) for containment integrity when
he released the modification for work. Although containment
integrity was not required at the time, Procedure ADM-022,
" Conduct of Operations," states, in part, that tracking LCO
status sheets may be written when any Technical
Specification related components or parameters are made or
found inoperable or out of limits, even though they are not
required operable in the present reactor operational
condition. Although not a specific requirement, if this
recommendation had been followed, the modification would
have been ident 'ed as needing review prior to setting
primary containment,

e On March 31, the craftsmen performing MR 90-0008 requested
that the tagging official open Outboard Isolation
Valve 1SWP*MOV818 to allow draining of the penetration
piping prior to making the cut. The tagging official 1

discussed the evolution with the craftsmen and concluded
incorrectly that, because the craftsmen were Ic ated in the

;
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auxiliary building, that the pipe cut was going to be in the
auxiliary building. With inboard isolation Valve ISWP*MOV5B
closed, any work in the auxiliaru building would not affect
primary containment integrity, as defined for fuel handling.
Therefore, the tagging official opened Valve ISWP*MOV81B.

Procedure ADM-0022 requires that communications between
operating personnel be clear and concise, utilizing repeat-
backs or written direction whenever possible. If the fact
that thn pipe cut was going to be inside the containment was
communicated to the tagging official, the tagging official
may have realized that opening Valve ISWP*MOV81B would have
breached primary containment integrity or would have

|
reali:'ed a requirement to reclose the valve prior to setting

| containment integrity.

e On March 31, the licensee set primary containment integrity.
This was accomplished by the performance of
Procedure STP-000-0702, " Primary Containment Integrity -
Fuel Handling Verification." The inspector reviewed this
procedure and determined that it met the requirements of
Technical Specifications 4.6.1.2.a and 4.6.1.2.b. However,
Procedure STP-000-0702, alone, did not provide for
containment integrity. This procedure did not cover
modifications to the containment shell and penetrations, nor
did it address systems normally operating during accident
conditions, which are out-of-service at the time that
containment integrity is required. In addition, the

licensee did not have a requirement for the use of tracking
LCOs or an all inclusive system operating procedure for
containment.

As documented in LER 92-008, the licensee identified the root
cause as an inadequate post-design review process at the time MR
90-0008 was approved for work. Subsequently, the licensee
indicated to the inspector that they did not believe that a
post-design review would necessarily have prevented this event.
On February 1, 1991, the licensee had established a task force to
review past modification installation problems and to formulate
recommendations to address modification installation impact on the
pl ant. The licensee did not apply the task force recommendation
for post-design modification package reviews to all modification
packages that had already been approved. The licensee stated that
some of the older modification requests did receive
post-design reviews.

The inspector reviewed the list and identified three reasons that
an MR may have been released for work prior to the date that a
post-design review was procedurally required. First, the majority
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of these MRs were work released just prior to the procedu_ral i

requirements and,-therefore, received a post-design review in
anticipation _of the new equipment. Second, some MRs were given !

post-design reviews as part of the field change notice process,
which was conducted after the reviews were procedurally required. 1

Finally, the licensee reviewed some older MRs based on their
complexity. However, there is nothing documented of the screening
process. This lack of review contributed to the loss of plant
status control that allowed the breach of containment integrity.

The licensee did not perform a post-design review on MR 90-0008
because this modification was work released prior to the
implementation of the task force's recommendations in early 1991.
Had a post-design review been performed on MR 90-0008, the
associated maintenance work order (141544) would have been placed
on a tracking LC0 status sheet and the operator would have been
alerted that this modification affected containment integrity.
The inspector concluded that had MR 90-0008 received a post-design
review, the event could have been prevented.'

Although the licensee had provided adequate corrective actions
with the implementation of the task force recommendations, to
ensure that future modification requests receive an appropriate
installation review, corrective actions were inadequate to prevent
installation problems for modifications that had already been
released for work. The inspector identified that four other
modifications to be worked during the current refueling outage had
been work released, had not yet been implemented, and had not
received a post-design review. On May 19, after discussions with
the inspector, the licensee initiated a review progi'm to provide
post-modification design reviews for modification regt.1sts which
have not received them. ,

_

Technical Specification 3.6.1.2 requires that primary conth nmenti
integrity be maintained when handling irradiated fuel in the
primary-containment. On March 31, 1992, Division II standby
service water inboard piping associated with Containment
Penetration KJB*Z538 was cut while Outboard Isolation
Valve ISWP*MOV81B was in the open position. The system ~ piping
outside the containment was being modified and had significant
openings, which constituted the breach in containment. On

April 2, core alterations were performed in the primary
containment. The performance of fuel handling while containment
integrity was not established is a violation (458/9218-01).

5. LER Followup (92700)

a. (Closed) LER 91-021: Operator Failure to Verify Scram Discharge
'

Volume (SDV) Level Causes Reactor Protection System Actuation

,

y y , . . .- . . - . - _ _ . - - - --w--
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This LER describes an event in which a reactor operator returned
the SDV high water level bypass switches from bypass to the normal

.

position before the SDV had time to drain. This action caused a
reactor protection system actuation on high SDV water level. The
operator observed that the hydraulic control unit accumulator
faults had cleared but failed to verify that the SDV level was
less than 49 inches or that the SDV high level annunciator was
clear.

The licensee revised Abnormal Operating Procedure A0P-000),
" Reactor Scram " to include a dedicated section for scram
recovery, which provided specific instructions :or resetting the
SDV level bypass. The inspector reviewed this section and
determined that the changes were appropriate. Additionally, the
licensee enhanced simulator training to require operators to place
the bypass switches to normal, one division at a time, instead of
simultaneously. This would prevent a full reactor protection
system actuation by causing a half-scram and providing the
operator with time to respond,

b. (Closed) LER 92-001: Reactor Scram Caused by a Failed Power
Supply with Division 11 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Previously
Tripped

This LLR documents a loss of power to Average Power Range
Monitors C and G, which resulted in a trip of the Division I RPS
and a reactor scram. Division II RPS had been previously placed
in a trip condition because a surveillance test on the scram
d:scharge volume water level instrumentation had failed.

This event was previously reviewed and documented in NRC
Inspection Report 50-458/92-05. The licensee implemented
immediate corrertive actions for an electrical circuit breaker
(ACB-11), whicn failed to fast transfer as designed. Long-term
corrective actions involved scheduling all Class IE breakers of :

this type for preventive maintenance during the current refueling
outage. The inspector verified that these breakers were on the

: schedule and were being worked. ;

c. (Closed) LER 92-008: Containment Integrity not Maintained During
Fuel Handling

This LER documents the same event that is discussed in i
lparagraph 4 b of this report.

. . , -
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6. Onsite followup of Events (93702)

-a. Transportation of a Potentially Contaminated Individual

On May 17, 1992, the licensee declared a Notification of Unusual
Event (NOVE) at 6:12 p.m., because a potentially contaminated
individual was transported to the hospital. A contract radiation
protection technician slipped inside the drywell and received a
head wound as he struck a plant snubber. First responders
bandaged his head with a compress, making it difficult to properly
survey the individual for contamination.

The individual was transported to the West Feliciana Parish
Hospital _ for medical attention and was accompanied by licensee
radiation protection technicians. The technicians verified that!

no contamination was present by surveying the wound, clothing, and
bandages. The NOVE was terminated at 6:55 p.m.

b .~ Diesel Fuel Spill

On May 18, 1992, the licensee was moving a. temporary diesel
generator outside the protected area when it fell off the trailer
and spilled 200-300 gallons of diesel fuel. The licensee
responded quickly to build a sand berm. However, some fuel oil
ran into West Creek. Floating absorbent booms were placed at the
spillway and absorbents were placed in the creek bed near the
spill. Federal, state, and local officials were notified of the
event. The licensee reported that all fuel oil was contained.

c. Transportation of a Contaminated Individual

On May 19, 1992, a contract insulation worker fell in the main
steam tunnel and sustained a compound femur fracture and back
injuries. The main steam tunnel had general contamination levels
of about 10,000 dpm/100 cm'. The worker was placed on a stretcher
and transported by an ambulance to West Feliciana Hospital in
St. Francisville. The licensee declared a NOVE for transporting a
contaminated individual offsite.

The worker and stretcher were contaminated (1,000 - 4,000 dpm) and
the licensee implemented measures to contain the contamination.
Three radiation protection technicians and a supervisor
accompanied the ambulance to the hospital. The worker's
anticontamination-coveralls were removed at the West Feliciana
Hospital and returned to the plant along with the contaminated
medical support equipment. The worker and equipment were surveyed
and found free of contamination before being transported to lane
Memorial Hospital. The licensee performed contamination surveys

_ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _
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-of'the ambulance and hospital before these areas were released for
-unrestricted use.

The inspectors observed the emergency response activities as the
worker _was being removed from the plant. The inspectors continued
their observations of the event at the receiving hospital focusing
on the surveys of the ambulance for contamination, the
contamination zone set up around the ambulance and the walkway up
to the hospital entrance, the frisking of attending medical
personnel, and the radiological controls used by the technicians.
The inspectors noted that the licensee's technicians did a very
good job of preventing the spread of contamination.

d. Industrial Events

The three industrial events discussed in paragraphs 6.a through
6.c above caused concern based on the high number of occurrences.
The licensee's response to the individual events was excellent.
Licensee management held plant-wide training sessions to stress
the need to adhere to proper industrial work practices. All
employees working in the industrial areas of the plant were
required to attend one of these sessions before continuing work at
the River Bend-Station.

Conclusions-

The'1tcensee reported three significant industrial events during this
inspection period. The licensee's response to the events was excellent
and the accidents were' appropriately. addressed by the licensee, although
the number of-occurrences may_be cause for concern.

The radiation protection technicians performed a difficult job in an
emergency situation in a noteworthy manner, which resulted in preventing
the spread of contamination in an offsite medical environment.

7. Operational Safety Verification (71707)
"

a. Plant Tours -

On May 5, 1992, the inspector toured the site area to verify
security fence fabric integrity, examine turbine building repairs
(see NRC Inspection Report 50-458/92-08 for a discussion of
storm-related damage to the turbine building on March 5, 1992),
and verify appropriateness of observed work practices and general
site conditions..

Also on May 5, the inspector toured the service water system
cleaning station. The inspector reviewed the piping diagrams and
walked down accessible portions of the system and the coupon
sample station. The inspector noted the use of controlled

_ , _ _ _ _ _.
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drawings, as well as official copies of approved procedures and
data sheets. Personnel interviewed appeared to be knowledgeable.

Inc service water system was being cleaned as two separate
cleaning loops: (1) Normal service water and Division II of the
standby service water system and (2) Division I of the standby
service water system, The first loop was chemically cleaned
during the period April 27 through May 6, 1992. Upon completion
of the cleaning, jumpers throughout the system were removed and
inspections performed on the permanent portions of the system.
The inspections revealed that essentially all deposits in the
piping were removed during the cleaning. The licensee considers
the cleaning to have been a success. The Division I cleaning is
scheduled for later -in the refueling outage and similar results
are anticipated.

The inspector examined a large number of clearance tags on the
Division I, II, and III electrical supplies to verify that they
were placed on the proper electrical cubicle or panel. In
addition, several clearance orders were reviewed to verify
appropriate lineup and tagging for the protection of plant
personnel and equipment. No discrepancies were noted. It was
also noted that housekeeping in the control building was
acceptable with outage-related equipment and supplies properly
staged. The inspector observed the proper storage of
combustibles, flammable liquids, and other materials that would
present an undue fire hazard.

During a tour of the main control room and the operating panels on
May 11, the inspector v afied the availability of the Division I
diesel generator, as required by the licensee's Level II outage
schedule. The inspcctor also toured the diesel generator rooms to
assess the state of the ongoing inspection of Divisions 11 and III
diesels and to verify the appropriate lineups of the Division I
diesel for operability. No discrepancies were noted,

b. Tour Accompaniment by Plant Management

Throughout this inspection period, the inspector observed the
plant manager and assistant plant managers in the plant touring.
This indicated management involvement in the day-to-day activities
and operations of the physical plant.

On May 14, the inspector accompanied the Assistant Plant Manager-
Operations on a tour of the turbine building. Discrepant
conditions were detected by the manager and dealt with in an
appropriate manner. The inspector did not note any additional
discrepancies. Subsequent to the tour, the inspector reviewed the
documents that the manager had used for guidance. The inspector
had no outstanding questions at the conclusion of the tour.
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c. General Employee Trainino Observation

On May-18 1992, an inspector attended the site-specific general
employee training class provided by the licensee. The inspector
noted that the licensee provided a detailed review of the
requirements'related to past problems and new rules implemented at
the plant. The items included such topics as the need to provide
positive control over visitors, the requirements for working in
the radiological control areas of the plant, and the need-to wear
footwear that has~a 90 degree heel.

The inspector noted that the instructor presented the material in
a clear and concise manner and that the written material provided
prior to the class was weil organized and accurate,

d. Accompaniment of a Nuclear Eauipment Operator on Rounds

o0n May 11, 1992, the inspector accompanied the reactor building
operator on his rounds in the auxiliary building, fuel building,
primary containment, and the standby service water cooling tower.
The operator, a qualified senior nuclear equipment operator, was
highly knowledgeable of the equipment condition, status, and
function. The logs were well maintained and appeared to be
accurate.

Conclusions

The service water chemical cleaning project was being performed-by
knowledgeable personnel following approved procedures. The project

.resulted in a good-cleaning of the inside pipe wall and should enhance
future-operability of this safety-related system.

Numerous clearances were reviewed during-the outage activities with no
discrepancies. Housekeeping and control of flammable materials were
maintained in an acceptable manner.

: An appropriate level of attention was placed on plant safety and
discrepant conditions were identified and corrected.

The inspector noted, on several occasions during this inspection period,
the presence of senior plant management in and about the plant. This ;

demonstrated a desired and appropriate level of direct observation and .

"

involvement by management in the physical plant.

The instructor for general employee training presented the material in a ;
Hclear and concise manner and written materials provided were well

Iorganized and accurate.

,
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8. Maintenance Observations (62703)

On May 7,1992, the inspector observed the performances of Maintenance
Work Orders R140'58 and R162752 written to repair Isolation
Valves FPW-V782 c,' FPW-V778, respectively. The inspector walked down
Clearance Order no-1-92-2854 and determined that it was adequate for the
work in progress. In addition, the clearance receipts were maintained
in the work packages. Procedural references in the package matched the
procedural steps.

The inspector reviewed the Fire Protection System Improvement
Notification FPP-0100 and noted that it required that the performance of
these work orders be planned at a time that both control building
charcoal filtration trains were inoperable. Charcoal Filtration Train B
was operating at the time of the observations. Control room operators
stated that they were running the train as a conservative measure;
however, the Technical Specification did not require operability when
the reactor is defueled.

Work Order R140958, Step 6 required the mechanics to clean and inspect
valve-internals in accordance with Corrective Maintenance Procedure
CMP-9176, Section 8.2. Section 8.2.2.1.a required the mechanics to
check the runout with a dial indicator. This was not performed
~ initially; however, the quality control inspector reviewing the
inspection and cleanliness requirements directed the mechanics to
perform the checks.

Conclusions

The work plan and administrative requirements were well documented and
prepared. Specific worker knowledge of the com nents was good;
however,_ knowledge of the procedures and how they should be implemented
was poor.

9. Surveillance Observations f61726)

-a. Control Room Charcoal Filtration Train Testina

On May 7, 1992, the inspector observed the performance of
Procedure STP-402-8604, " Main Control Room Air Conditioning Carbon
Filter Analysis." This special performance was being conducted in
accordance with Surveillance Requirement 4.7.2.d, which requires
that a representative carbon sample be tested by laboratory
analysis:within 31 days after every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber
operation.

Main Control Room Air Conditioning Subsystem A had been operating
continuously in the emergency mode in accordance with Technical
Specification 3.7.2. The inspector noted that the unit had been
operating for 753.5 hours at the time the sample was drawn.
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Clearance Order RB-1-92-2891 had been issued to take the train out
of service. The inspector verified that the clearance was
properly tagged and that the engineer performing the procedure
held the clearance receipt.

Good health physics practices were observed. Although the system
was not considered a radiological area, surveys were performed
because a filtration train can concentrate otherwise undetectable
levels of radioactive material.

Upon removal of Canister Number 4, the engineer attached a label
to the canister, The inspector noted that the air flow marking
required by the procedure appeared to be in the wrong direction.
The inspector questioned the engineer on the air flow of the
system. The engineer was knowledgeable of the system and
corrected the air flow marking after the questioning.

The engineer stated that through self-checking she would have
caught the error. The inspector had noted good self-checking
efforts by the engineer prior to this error. Additionally, the
licensee stated that the error in marking would not have affected
the laboratories test. Based on the licensee's evaluation that
.the error in marking would not affect the testing, the inspector
concluded that-the error had no safety significance,

b. Refuelina Platform Auxiliar_y Hoist Testing

During this inspection period the inspector reviewed the
performance of Procedure STP-055-0702, " Refuel Platform Hoist
Operability," on the frame-mounted auxiliary hoist and'on the
monorail-mounted auxiliary hoist. In addition, Maintenance

lifting Procedure MLP-7506, " Refueling Platform Inspection and
Operat_ ions," was reviewed for these hoists. The inspector
determined that Procedure STP-055-0702 met the requirements of
Technical Specifications 4.9.6.1.b and 4.9.6.1.d.

The inspector visually observed the condition and operation of the-
normal uptravel interlocks, the _ maximum-up limit switches, and the
position of the mechanical cable stop. - All interlocks were found
to be--in good working condition and in accordance with applicable -
standards and Technical Specifications.

c. Actuation Instrumentation Channel Functional Test

On May 11, 1992, the inspector observed portions of the
performance of Procedure STP-051-4550, "ECCS Reactor Vessel
Pressure Low /SRV Actuation Instrumentation Monthly ChFunct." The
purpose of the procedure was to perform a channel functional test
of the emergency core cooling system reat. tor vessel actuation
instrumentation. The inspector determined that the procedure

. _- _ __
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addressed the surveillance requirements of Technical Specification
Section 4.3.3.1, Tables 4.3.3.11.A.l.d. 4.4.2.1.2.a & b, and

4.4.2.2.1.a & b.

The procedural steps provided a good methodical approach to the
test performance. The inspector verified that the revision in use
(Revision lA) was the most current. an official work copy was
being utilized, and the technicians were qualified to perform this
procedure in accordance with the licensee's administrative
controls. The inspector verified that lifted lead and jumper tags
were preperly hung as required by General Maintenance
Piocedure GMP-0042, " Circuit Testing and Lifted Leads and
Jumping," and that the procedure had been properly authorized for
performance by the control operating foreman prior to the
commencement of work. The inspector noted that the calibratian
equipment in use was authorized and was within its calibration
date.

Conclusion

In the surveillance activities observed, the procedures appropriately
implemented the Technical Specifications and were performed by
knowledgeable technicians. Interlocks on the refueling platform
huxiliary hoists were found to be in good working condition and properly
adjusted.

10. Reliable Spent Fuel Pool Coolina (TI 2515/113)
1

a. Contingency Actions for loss of Spent Fuel Pool Coolinq '

During this inspection period, the licensee defueled the reactor
and offloaded all fuel assemblies to the spent fuel pool in the
fuel building. In addition, the licensee removed the Division 11
and normal service water systems from service for chemical
cleaning and removed the Division II and-III diesel generators
from service for maintenance. This configuration left one spent
fuel pool cooling loop in service with heat ren. oval by one standby
service water subsystem supplied by only one diesel-generator-
backed standby service water pump.

The licensee developed two contingencies to provide added
assurance that spent fuel cooling could be maintained. First, the

licensee developed Attachment I to Abnormal Operating
Procedure A0P-0051, " Loss of Decay Heat Removal." This attachment
provided the operators with a method of supplying the spent-fuel
pool cooling system pumps with power from a temporary diesel
generator located on site. Additionally, the licensee developed
Attachment Il to Procedure A0P-0051. This attachment provided a
method of supplying alternate cooling water to the spent fuel pool
cooling system heat exchangers should standby service water be

-- _ _
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lost. This method utilized a temporary diesel-driven pump and
temporary piping to provide the needed heat sink.

The inspector reviewed Attachments I and 11 and determined that
they provided an appropriate level of instruction to the
operators. The inspector walked down portions of the temporary
systems and verified that they were in standby readiness. In
addition, the inspector reviewed the results of the testing
performed by the licensee on the temporary diesel-driven pump,

b. Protection of Offsite Power

Also during this inspection period, the inspector observed various
activities in the vicinity of the switchyard to ensure that the
licensee was controlling the movement of heavy equipment within
the area adjacent to the electrical towers and transformers. One
of these observations involved a large motorized crane in motion
in the vicinity of the preferred station transformers. It vi.
noted that the crane driver was assisted, as required, by a
spotting observer in avoiding electrical towers.

Conclusion

During a period of increased vulnerahility to a loss of decay heat
removal capability event, the licensee showed excellent forethought and
focus on safety in developing contingency action plans. These
contingencies were well thought out and staged and had good procedures
in place.

11. Summary of Open Items

The following is a synopsis of the status of all open items generated
and closed in this inspection report.

The following item was opened:

o Violation 458/9218-01: Failure to Maintain Primary Containment
Integrity While Moving Fuel

The following items were closed:

o Violation 458/9127-01

Inspector Followup Item 485/8914-01o
_

o Unresolved Item 458/9208-01

LERs 91-021, 92-001, and 92-008o

.
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-12. Exit Meetina

An exit meeting was conducted with licensee representatives identified
in paragraph I on May 26, 1992. During this interview, the inspectors
reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee did not
identify ~as proprietary, any information provided to, or reviewed by the
inspectors.

The inspectors informed licensee management that the end date of the
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance cycle for the River Bend
Station was changed from July 4 to September 26, 1992, to permit
completion of outage inspection activities. ,

.
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